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Russ Girling
President and CEO
TransCanada Corporation
450 1st Street SW
Calgary, Alberta, Canada
T2P 5H1

Fax:  1.403.920.2200
Phone: 1.800.661.3805

Dear Mr. Girling:

I read with considerable interest your company’s response to our request to the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) that it investigate the possible illegal use
of misleading and deceptive job claims to win approval for the Keystone XL pipeline,
which would boost your company’s bottom line considerably:

“These groups have never built or operated a pipeline,” said company
spokesman, Terry Cunha, to Politico.i

Mr. Cunha is correct; Greenpeace has never built a pipeline funneling corrosive tar
sands crude oil across the heartland of the United States, endangering America’s
groundwater, and then selling the oil overseas. What we do have experience in,
however, is examining facts. Your claims just don’t add up. How will your pipeline create
67 times more jobs in the U.S. than your company told Canadian officials it would in
Canada?ii

Greenpeace calls for an end to destructive tar sands mining, which you must be aware
is fueling global climate disruption and poisoning indigenous people in northern Alberta.
Our opposition extends to projects like Keystone XL that aim to solidify continued
decades of carbon pollution. I must admit that we probably won’t ever try to build
something that will spill oil, threaten aquifers and create a several thousand mile-long
terrorist target.

However, you clearly do have such expertise, both in building pipelines and watching
them spill, as demonstrated by 12 reported leaks in the first year of your existing
Keystone pipeline’s operation.iii That’s why I’m inviting you to (possibly) head off SEC
action and significant public embarrassment by explaining how TransCanada created
such contradictory job creation claims.

I invite you to provide a detailed, plain-language explanation of this remarkable
difference in job creation rates. Several groups of people await this important
explanation, including investors, dozens of politicians and pundits who have recycled
your company’s fictitious job creation numbers, and SEC enforcement officials eyeing
SEC Rule 10b(5) – Employment of Manipulative and Deceptive Practices.



Greenpeace also would appreciate it if you could direct your contractor, Ray Perryman,
to give a detailed accounting of the assumptions and methodology of the calculations he
performed for your company on the pipeline’s supposed benefits.

We’ll gladly post any detailed, credible explanation of this wide discrepancy in job
creation numbers on our website.

Regards,

Phil Radford
Executive Director
Greenpeace

Cc: TransCanada Corporation Board of Directors
Sent by email, fax and direct mail.
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